
Bowen Island residents Neil Boyd and Isabel Otter have
donated 3 hectares (7.4 acres) of forested land to the Islands
Trust Fund as part of a neighbourhood rezoning and
subdivision process. The land was donated as an ecological gift.

Despite the logging of the land in the early 1900s, old
Coastal Douglas-fir trees remain. Numerous wildlife trees in
the nature reserve offer nesting cavities and feeding areas to
owls, eagles, hawks and a variety of songbirds. The donors
explained that ‘the property has a stand of 200-year old trees
and two creeks, and we wanted to ensure that it was kept in its
natural state in perpetuity.’

The nature reserve is located near Killarney Lake and
Mount Gardner Road. The rezoning also created a 70-metre
green corridor on the neighbour’s property adjacent to the
road. The reserve borders Crippen Park, owned by the Greater

Vancouver Regional District.

As part of the preservation effort, the Bowen Island

municipality holds a conservation covenant on the nature

reserve. Mayor Bob Turner said, ‘This donation is important

both as a key addition to our island greenways system, and

because Neil and Isabel have pioneered the ecological gift land

donation process for our community. I am hopeful other

Bowen Islanders will now be encouraged to do the same.’

A management plan for the reserve will be completed in

2007 and a local management group will be selected to act as

wardens for the property. The property will be called the David

Otter Nature Reserve, in honour of the donors’ son, who

enjoyed being in the area in the late 1970s and early 1980s. ✐
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